WOODWORKING PLAN
How to get a flat Perfect Polyurethane Finish!
1. Stain the
Project

2. Apply Finish
(4x days, 30
minutes per day)

A. Remove all dust from the surface and select your favorite stain color.
B. Apply stain to all surfaces. To achieve a uniform color, apply stain to all areas evenly and
allow to sit for a consistent amount of time. Wipe off excess.

C. Allow stain to fully dry before beginning to apply finish (I recommend overnight)
A. SEAL THE UNDER-SIDE OF PROJECT (A desk-top in this case)
B. Place the Project, top-side down on a padded surface (I used saw horses with plywood
and shelf liner. Remove all dust from the surface using compressed air or a cloth and
denatured alcohol.
C. Evenly brush on and tip off the finish to allow it to level. Slightly over-lap the sections. I
work across the piece’s narrow width in 8-10” sections (see images below)

Apply in sections across the entire width.
Overlap sections slightly when they are still wet
and “tip off each section”, to ensure the
coating is uniform.

Poly starts to dry fast and brush marks will
show if you do not allow it the time to selflevel.
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WOODWORKING PLAN
How to get a flat Perfect Polyurethane Finish!
1st coat after sanding. Coat #1
will seal the surface, but you
will still see the grain texture

D. Allow the coat to dry (read the label for time between coats). There WILL LIKELY be
small bubbles and imperfections in the dried surface, this is from air escaping the grain or
dust settling on the surface and is normal. (see red areas in image below)
E. Allow the coat to dry based on the manufacturer’s recommended length of time; then use
400 grit wet/dry sandpaper lightly sand/scuff the surface. This will cut off any bubbles,
level the surface and help the next layer adhere.

Bubbles or trapped dust that
sanding removes
(between coats 3 &4)

F. Wipe the sanded surface with a clean rag dampened with denatured alcohol to remove
the dust. This will dry almost immediately.

Sand with 400 grit wet/dry
paper between coats

Wipe with alcohol or water to
remove dust.

G. Apply a second coat to the bottom and allow to dry completely (over-night recommended)
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“Building Up” the Top-Finish
H. Now that you’ve applied finish to the bottom and it has cured overnight, flip the Project
over. Follow steps 2:B-E until you have applied 3x coats to the top.
I. Apply each coat evenly and use a heavy enough coat to allow the finish to self-level but
not run. Tip off each section to avoid streaks and unevenness & make sure to lap the
finish over the sides and outer edge of the bottom. Check for runs along the bottom edge
and brush lightly to remove. Here are some Family Handyman tips for applying
polyurethane.
J. Allow each coat to dry based on the can’s label, and lightly sand the surface and cut away
imperfections with 400 grit paper.

Immediately after a coat,
surface looks even and level
K. After the 3rd coat, imperfections will be rare, apply a final 4 th coat and allow it to cure overnight. The final dry surface should look level and consistent, you will likely feel some
imperfections and roughness in the final surface no matter how well you did. We’ll take
care of that in the next step. Allow your finish to cure before moving on to the next step,
the longer the better. I let my top sit for 48 hours due to work, in most cases, overnight is
fine.
L. Once the finish has cured, mix a small bowl or bucket of clean water with a few drops of dish
soap in it. You will use it to lubricate your 0000 steel wool. Dip the steel wool and gently
rub/sand the entire surface with the damp steel wool. This will cut off and polish any
imperfections in the top coat leaving behind a smooth final finish with scratches that are too
fine to be seen. Wipe dry, check for imperfections and repeat in spots if necessary. Rubbing
out the final coat is the secret to a perfect finish.

0000 Steel Wool Scratches are
invisible to the naked eye

Final Surface after steel wool
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Additional
Resources:

See the Build video or check out ways to Maximize your Shop space on my Websites:
My Website
My Youtube Channel
My Instagram
Find out about Unlimited Plans on Patreon
All of my plans are available on Etsy

Other Plans for Maximizing Your Shop:
My Shop’s Mobile Base:

My Planer Mount:

My Mobile Tool Wall:

My Dust Collection Set-Up:

Disclaimer: I hope I’m helping you to Maximize your Shop! Woodworking is inherently dangerous; every user of these plans must
ensure they are trained and follow property safety procedures for each tool used and operation performed. Benchtop Woodworks and
its associates assume no liability for any activity or injury that might result from the use of machines or improper construction of projects
or the use of the resulting projects. By using these plans, you agree to assume all liability for your actions and release Benchtop
Woodworks and all related persons from any liability related to this information, and any activities associated with the use of these
plans.
I want to provide the best plans possible for you, please provide feedback on my website or directly to me at
benchtopwoodworks@gmail.com. If you find any errors in these plans, please let me know so that I can correct them for others. I want
you to be fully satisfied with your purchase, please let me know how I can help.
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